
Monday 08/23/2021

NOTES
MATH

SSttaannddaardrdss
MAFS.5.NBT.1.3.a Read and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, number
names, and expanded form, e.g., 347.392 = 3 × 100 + 4 × 10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 × (1/100) + 2 × (1/
1000).

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LEARNING TARGET: I can read, write, and compare decimals to the thousandths.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal digit, expanded form, exponent, hundredths,
multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths, value.

ANCHOR CHART (S):

LLeessssoonn
WHOLE GROUP:
• Bell ringer spiral up math 4th grade review
• use the practice sheet to review place value forms; standard, word, and expanded.
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: decimal flap book (match up interactive notebook)

Attachments
placevaluepractice.pdf
ComparingDecimalsSortInteractiveNotebook1.pdf
4MathHWQ4MeasuringAnglesspiral.docx
5MathHWQ4AddingAnglesspiral.docx

SCIENCE
SSttaannddaardrdss

SC.5.N.1.1 Define a problem, use appropriate reference materials to support scientific
understanding, plan and carry out scientific investigations of various types such as:
systematic observations, experiments requiring the identification of variables, collecting
and organizing data, interpreting data in charts, tables, and graphics, analyze information,
make predictions, and defend conclusions. (DOK 3)

SC.5.E.5.1 Recognize that a galaxy consists of gas, dust, and many stars, including any objects
orbiting the stars. Identify our home galaxy as the Milky Way. (DOK 1)

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast
the properties of inner and outer planets. (DOK 2)

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish among the following objects of the Solar System -- Sun, planets, moons,
asteroids, comets -- and identify Earth's position in it. (DOK 3)

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LLEEAARRNNIINNG TG TAARRGGEET:T: I can apply what I learned about scientific method.

AACACADDEEMMIIC LC LAANNGGUUAAGGE:E: evidence, explanations, inference, verified, observation, personal
opinion, interpretations, science, science notebook, scientists.

AANNCCHHOOR CR CHHAARRT(S):T(S):

LLeessssoonn
WWHHOOLLEE GGRROOUUP:P:
• TW review the steps of the scientific method.
• SW take sample experiments and sort experiments into the correct order with their

cooperative groups.
• To review scientific method students will take what they have learned to complete the

activity; Jason's New Dog.

AACCTTIIVVIITTY:Y:
• TTWW rreeaadd ththee ssttooryry JJuussttiin'sn's NNeeww DDoogg oorr LeLeaakkiinngg swswiimmmmiinngg ppooool,l, wwhhiillee ssttuuddeennttss ffoollllooww aalloonng.g.

SW complete the sort Justin's New Dog. and put into their ISN. TW go over the answers.
SW need scissors, glue, and ISN.
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Attachments
JustinsNewDogActivity.docx
TheLeakingSwimmingPoolActivity.docx
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Tuesday 08/24/2021

NOTES
MATH

SSttaannddaardrdss
MAFS.5.NBT.1.3.b Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in
each place, using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons.

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LEARNING TARGET:
I can compare two decimals to the thousandths placed based on meanings of the digits in
each place and using >, =, or < to record the results of the comparisons.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent,
hundredths, multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths, value

ANCHOR CHART (S):

LLeessssoonn
WHOLE GROUP:
• Bell Ringer: spiral up math 4th grade review
• Comparing Decimals Song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHUl4kZDD6c
• White board practice
IINNDDEEPPEENNDDEENNT PT PRRAACCTTIICCE:E:
• practice sheet as an exit slip; comparing decimals to the hundredths
• SW complete interactive notebook page as they finish their worksheet.
• TW pull students who need extra help.

CCEENNTTEERRS:S:

• Interactive Notebook: create a comparison comparing numbers.
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• Early finishers IXL G.12 and G.13
Attachments
CreateaComparisionInteractiveNotebook.pdf
comparingdecimalstothehundredths.pdf
NOPREPPlaceValuePacket5thGradeFREEBIE.pdf

SCIENCE
SSttaannddaardrdss

SC.5.N.1.6 Recognize and explain the difference between personal opinion/interpretation and
verified observation. (DOK 2)

SC.5.E.5.1 Recognize that a galaxy consists of gas, dust, and many stars, including any objects
orbiting the stars. Identify our home galaxy as the Milky Way. (DOK 1)

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast
the properties of inner and outer planets. (DOK 2)

SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish among the following objects of the Solar System -- Sun, planets, moons,
asteroids, comets -- and identify Earth's position in it. (DOK 3)

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LLEEAARRNNIINNG TG TAARRGGEET:T: I can recognize and explain the difference between observation and
inference.

AACACADDEEMMIIC LC LAANNGGUUAAGGE:E: evidence, explanations, inference, verified, observation, personal
opinion, interpretations, science, science notebook, scientists.

AANNCCHHOOR CR CHHAARRT(S):T(S):

LLeessssoonn
WWHHOOLLEE GGRROOUUP:P:
• TW have students take notes on observation, inference, and prediction.
• SW complete a practice page with T on observation and inference.
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AACCTTIIVVIITTY:Y:
• SW work in cooperative groups using pictures to look for observation and inference and

record their answers on a recording sheet. TW go over answers when students are
finished.

Attachments
MakingObservationsInferencesPredictionsActivities-1.pdf
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Wednesday 08/25/2021

NOTES
MATH

SSttaannddaardrdss
MAFS.5.NBT.1.3.b Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in
each place, using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons.

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LEARNING TARGET:
I can compare two decimals to the thousandths placed based on meanings of the digits in
each place and using >, =, or < to record the results of the comparisons.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent,
hundredths, multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths, value

ANCHOR CHART (S):

LLeessssoonn
WHOLE GROUP:
• Bell ringer: spiral up math 4th grade review
• SW do whiteboard practice with T for practice and review from previous day comparing

decimals to the thousandths place

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
• SW complete comparison practice sheet to the thousandths as an exit slip.
• CENTERS: SW work practice with a partner on task cards to practice center work.

Attachments
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5thGradeGuidedMathMatsPlaceValueDifferentiatedWorkDISTANCELEARNING-12.pdf
comparedecimalstothousandths.pdf
5thGradeDecimalPlaceValueDecimalTaskCards5NBT3-12.pdf
5NBT3PracticeSheetsWriteCompareDecimals-1.pdf

SCIENCE
SSttaannddaardrdss

SC.5.N.1.6 Recognize and explain the difference between personal opinion/interpretation and
verified observation. (DOK 2)

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LLEEAARRNNIINNG TG TAARRGGEET:T: I can recognize and explain the difference between observation and
inference.

AACACADDEEMMIIC LC LAANNGGUUAAGGE:E: evidence, explanations, inference, verified, observation, personal
opinion, interpretations, science, science notebook, scientists.

AANNCCHHOOR CR CHHAARRT(S):T(S):
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LLeessssoonn
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WHOLE GROUP:
• ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH7SaE8-qEo&list=PL49sBIUOloxLx0MnMK1q2MHkuTfscc1Wz&index=25&t=0s
• Show video ^ stopping to discuss & introduce student task, then let students explore the "mystery boxes"
• Whole group conversation AFTER application: jumping to conclusions vs. drawing conclusions, observations

vs. inferences, graphing results, scientists share ideas with one another, scientists ask questions, making
predictions and defending them

ACTIVITY/ENRICHMENT:
• Mystery Boxes (2-days)
• SW make a list of describing words (observations) and what they believe is in each mystery box

(inference)
• SW write their guess for each box (1-8) on a sticky note and place it on the corresponding chart paper
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Thursday 08/26/2021

NOTES
MATH

SSttaannddaardrdss
MAFS.5.NBT.1.2 Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a
number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point when a
decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote
powers of 10. (DOK 2)

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LEARNING TARGET:
I can express base 10 numbers using exponents (called powers).

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent, hundredths,
multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths, value

ANCHOR CHART (S):

LLeessssoonn
WHOLE GROUP:
• Bell ringer; spiral up math-4th grade review
• SW follow along with teacher writing in math notebook notes about powers of ten.
• generation genius power of ten http://www.generationgenius.com/videolessons/powers-

of-10/
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• TW introduce the power of ten using the ppt and SW use whiteboards for practice or
complete worksheet together for practice.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
• SW fill out powers of ten chart; looking for patterns.

Attachments
PowerPointPowersoften.pptx
PowersofTennotes.pdf
5NBT2PracticeSheetsExponentsPowersof10-1.pdf
StandardExpandedExponential002.pdf

SCIENCE
SSttaannddaardrdss

SC.5.N.1.6 Recognize and explain the difference between personal opinion/interpretation and
verified observation. (DOK 2)

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LLEEAARRNNIINNG TG TAARRGGEET:T: I can recognize and explain the difference between observation and
inference.

AACACADDEEMMIIC LC LAANNGGUUAAGGE:E: evidence, explanations, inference, verified, observation, personal
opinion, interpretations, science, science notebook, scientists.

AANNCCHHOOR CR CHHAARRT(S):T(S):

LLeessssoonn
WHOLE GROUP: SW finish the mystery box guesses.

ACTIVITY/ENRICHMENT: SW write in their science journal 3 observations/3 inferences per box
for their guess. SW work in their small groups and share their guess with each other to
agree on one answer.
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Friday 08/27/2021

NOTES
MATH

SSttaannddaardrdss
MAFS.5.NBT.1.2 Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a
number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point when a
decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote
powers of 10. (DOK 2)

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LEARNING TARGET:
I can use power of ten to multiply and divide whole numbers and decimals.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent, hundredths,
multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths, value

ANCHOR CHART (S):
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LLeessssoonn
WHOLE GROUP:
• Bell ringer; spiral up math 4th grade review
• SW take the place value formative.
• TW introduce multiply and divide using powers of ten.
• Notes page to go into notebook.
• whiteboard practice.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE:
• Early finishers can work on TASK cards or Problem of the Day

FFoorrmmaattiivvee
Place Value Formative
Attachments
NBT.1.3Formative.pdf
MultiplyingandDividingPowersof10.pdf

SCIENCE
SSttaannddaardrdss

SC.5.N.1.6 Recognize and explain the difference between personal opinion/interpretation and
verified observation. (DOK 2)

OObbjjeeccttiivvee
LLEEAARRNNIINNG TG TAARRGGEET:T: I can recognize and explain the difference between observation and
inference.
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AACACADDEEMMIIC LC LAANNGGUUAAGGE:E: evidence, explanations, inference, verified, observation, personal
opinion, interpretations, science, science notebook, scientists.

AANNCCHHOOR CR CHHAARRT(S):T(S):

LLeessssoonn
WHOLE GROUP:
• SW take the formative on observation and inference "Which is Which? pg 10

ACTIVITY:
• Formative

FFoorrmmaattiivvee
Observation/inference
Attachments
MakingObservationsInferencesPredictionsActivities-1.pdf
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